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Voice from Customer

In April 2014, Hytera implemented the new Health Care Complex of SAMU-SE a total solution 

consisting of Hytera DMR Portfolio in VHF (134MHz – 170MHz), including:

·12 RD98X Repeaters 

·70 MD78XG Mobile radios (Ambulances)

·80 PD78XG Portable radios

·Hytera dispatch application software Hytera dispatch system 

The 4 independent voice channels not only enhance radio communication capacity (2 slots per 

channel), but also provided SAMU with statewide coverage, voice recording, automatic terminal 

(portable and mobile) location with data history, terminals on/off logging, short messages, digital 

modulation, over-the-air reprogramming, radio monitoring, possibility of developing application to 

use inside ambulances during rescue procedure (which includes medical equipment remote 

monitoring, vital signs, blood pressure, etc), and voice quality is enhanced to a large scale. All these 

new and enhanced features solved not only existing problem but also catered to SAMU 192 Sergipe's 

dispatching requirement to improve communication efficiency.

"We have 06 doctors here in this cabin and other attendants in later booths. On an entrance call, they 

make the analysis of the procedure, to whom he shall direct, which the nearest ambulance, if you look on 

the screen behind us, you already have the map of the state of Sergipe with geo referencing each SAMU 

ambulance. What is the purpose? Reduce response time and increase the effectiveness routing correctly 

all calls. "

                                                                —— Mr. José Macedo Sobral, Health Secretary of Sergipe State

Public Recognition

As the first deployment in Brazil Emergency Medical segment, SAMU 192 Sergipe proposed a 

tentative radio communication and software dispatching solution to improve the emergency mobile 

service and served as an example of more successful stories to come. As officially reported on local 

media on March 20th, 2015, “The emergency mobile service (ambulances) called SAMU and the 

control of beds in state hospitals of Sergipe are now made in the new State Health Care Complex, 

with modern structure. During the inauguration, Governor Mr. Jackson Barreto, the health secretary 

Mr. Jose Macedo Sobral and a team visited the facilities in the city center. The expectation is that the 

emergency department gets faster. ”

Hytera Solutions
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Background

User
Municipal Security of Cachoeirinha, Brazil

Industry segment
Government

Project time
2012

Products
PD78X Portable Radio
MD78X Mobile Radio
Hytera dispatch system

Products features
Improved audio quality with wider signal coverage
GPS positioning and real-time surveillance
Visualized dispatching 

Cachoeirinha is located in the metropolitan area of Porto Alegre, with 43 km² and approximately 120 

thousands inhabitants. The city is well known for having the headquarters of important national and 

international companies, earning a high rate of GST(Goods and Services Tax). The city government is 

largely geared to the welfare of the local society and aimed, therefore, an efficient solution to 

improve the security of its inhabitants.

Customer Challenges
Maintaining social stability and safety, fighting against crime, and creating a sound business 

environment are the primary tasks for the government. Yet the increasing frequency of natural 

disasters and public emergencies puts much more challenges to most municipalities and 

Cachoeirinha is no different. The situation was critical, and communication was a failure, with 

obsolete vehicles and a central security system poorly structured. The government wanted to 

upgrade its analog system and establish a city-wide command and control system with the most 

advanced wireless IP technology, visualized dispatching technology, and location position technology.

Solutions
Hytera team in Brazil visited the city and drew what would be the best solution for its inhabitants. 

Then Hytera's DMR digital communication solution with Hytera dispatch system and 32 portable and 

mobile terminals PD78X/MD78X across the city, was implemented. The Hytera dispatch system was 

deployed in the monitoring center of public security department, where the coordination team 

could control the mobile teams. 32 portable and mobile terminals PD78X/MD78X were deployed 

inside the cars for the communication and dispatching between mobile teams.

Hytera dispatch system

Guards the City with DMR 
Hytera DMR Solution Was Deployed in Cachoeirinha, Brazil
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Voice from Customer

“With an extensive video surveillance system and central radio communication well structured, 

Cachoeirinha became the second safest city in the entire metropolitan area. Hytera offered an efficient 

solution with good quality of service and communication experience. ”

                     —— Mr. de Souza Airton Espíndola, Security Secretary of Cachoeirinha

Solution Benefits
The advanced DMR technology helps the government conquer those challenges brought by analog 

system and provides them with super digital experience.

With digital technology, the signal coverage of the whole city’s communications system has been 

enlarged with improved audio quality. And the rugged and waterproof portable radio provides no 

worry to the mobile teams in various emergency situations. Besides, with GPS positioning and 

visualized dispatching features, the public security department can allocate all the resources more 

efficiently for a complete city-wide security control.

Together with Hytera DMR communications products, Cachoeirinha secures a more peaceful life for 

its population, and has become the second safest city in the entire metropolitan area.

Hytera Communications Corp., Ltd. Hytera Communications Corp., Ltd.
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Background
Benoni is almost 176 Square Km in size and have some 25 suburbs. The area is very big and is home 

to more than 158,000 people (2011 Statistics). Community-based policing forums are clusters of 

people coming together to rid their communities from crime by being the eyes & ears of the police 

service. Benoni Community Radio Network (BCRN) has more than 4 repeaters and totally more than 

900 registered radio community members.

In such a large area consisting of multiple neighbourhoods, they need to make sure that the radio 

network is always available for both emergencies and look-outs to patrollers and community 

members. There are no central command centres as it is a community project and the network is 

totally funded by the community & sponsors. Members in various areas have revolving radio officers 

that monitor situations and give relevant info back to personnel on the ground. 

Information is either broadcasted to all members in the reception area as lookouts or is selectively 

sent to specific radio groups that have suspected criminals in view and await the police's arrival at 

scene for assistance. Information is often received as tip-offs of an impending crime that is about to 

happen, and in such cases the secure digital communications work well to get selected patrollers in 

position at the indicated crime scene as the information indicated to.

It is often a vast area of operation, as criminals can be followed through many areas to where they are 

finally nabbed by the police.  

User
Benoni Community Policing Forum, South Africa

Market segment
Public Safety

Project time
2015

Products
PD50X/PD66X/PD78X Portable Radio
RD98X/RD62X Repeater

Solution Feature 
· Feature-rich and Entry-level Portable Radio
· IP-Connectivity for Current Repeaters
· Migration from Analogue to Digital 
  with a Less Costly Portable Radio

Migration from Analog to Digital
Hytera DMR Digital Solution Helps to Fight Crimes in South Africa

RD98X

PD78X PD50X PD66XRD62X
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